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30 Years of Delivery Industrial & Commercial Cleaning Services




Since 1990, we’ve been helping companies keep their commercial and industrial premises clean and compliant.

Established in South Wales but now covering the breadth of the UK, we work with clients to find cost-effective, practical cleaning solutions.



Whatever the challenge or project, our goal is to offer exceptional value, out-of-this-world customer support and bespoke cleaning solutions that give you the ultimate peace of mind.


Get a quote today





What makes us different?


	30 YEARS INDUSTRY EXPERTS
	ACCREDITED & INSURED
	UK COVERAGE





At APT, our mission is simple: to deliver exceptional value commercial and industrial cleaning services. Combining 30 years of experience in the industry with cutting-edge cleaning techniques, we’ve worked with a variety of clients to find cost-effective, practical solutions to all matter of cleaning challenges.
Unlike some other cleaning companies, we don’t use cheap, substandard products. Working with our sister company, APT Chemicals, we’ve developed our very own range of patent-protected, gentle and effective eco-friendly cleaning products that ensure the best result time and time again.



This combined with the fact that we offer specialised commercial cleaning (including rope access cleaning), means we can tackle jobs most other commercial cleaning companies can’t.
To see for yourself why we’re one of the UK’s industry-leading commercial and industrial cleaning companies, get in touch on 0800 0723 773 to arrange a no-obligation site survey.


Contact us





What services do we offer?


Here at APT, we’ve worked with thousands of companies on specialist cleaning projects in virtually every industry. Whether you’re looking for extreme cleaning to get rid of tough graffiti on a listed property, need a reliable F&B cleaner to deep-clean your commercial kitchen or just want to restore the outside of your building, we can help. Here are just some of the commercial and industrial cleaning services we provide:
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Industrial Cleaning


As an accredited industrial cleaning service provider, we use the latest techniques to improve your safety and productivity as a business. Our industrial cleaning team are on hand to tackle all industrial cleaning jobs. From factory production lines to power plants, we’ll get your machinery looking spotless.


Find out more
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Commercial Cleaning


We’re a national commercial cleaning company with a difference. Using industry-leading techniques and eco-friendly products, we offer superior commercial cleaning services in a range of industries. Offering one-off cleans to regular bespoke deep cleaning, it’s no surprise we’re the preferred supplier for thousands of businesses in the UK.


Find out more
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Exterior Cleaning


Our exterior cleaning services enhance appearances, create positive first impressions and help you to prolong the life of your building. But the best bit? We’ll help you save money in the long term. Using gentle, specialist techniques, we tackle all sorts of jobs. In fact, we even undertake work on listed buildings.


Find out more
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Extreme Cleaning


Sometimes, standard deep cleaning doesn’t cut it. At APT, we’re experts in extreme cleaning jobs. Swiftly dealing with everything from graffiti to crime scenes and biohazards, our expertise ensures your space is clean, safe and restored without delay.


Find out more
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F&B Cleaning 


Compliance is the priority in the F&B industry. Our highly-trained team have been providing businesses with thorough F&B cleaning services for decades. Using nothing but safe, approved chemicals, we clean commercial kitchens, ducts, and factories to the most stringent F&B cleaning standards.


Find out more
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Painting 


As the saying goes, you never get a second chance to make a first impression. At our company, we understand the importance of creating a positive image for your organization. That’s why we use our specialist knowledge of surfaces to apply the right paint and keep your building looking its best.


Find out more





What are the benefits of working with APT?
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30 Years Industry Experts
Experience counts. Luckily, we have 30 years of industry knowledge to draw upon.






UK National Coverage
Covering the breadth of the UK, our projects are tailored to your needs, and delivered on time and within budget.






Fully Accredited & Insured
Our team are fully accredited and insured so you can depend on our safe and effective cleaning solutions.






Trusted & Dependable
We use nothing but the latest cleaning methods, chemicals and industry best practices. We do things by the book.







Get a quote




What do our customers think about us?


We’ve got hundreds of happy clients. But don’t just take our word for it. Here are how our commercial and industrial cleaning services have helped our clients improve their hygiene, boost productivity and create safer working environments.
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Liberty Steel
Steven Davies - Engineering ManagerRead More
“From the planning and conception of the project, to accommodating for our changing needs and demands, APT were professional, helpful and thorough. The project was carried out promptly, efficiently and to an excellent standard. I would not hesitate to recommend APT and look forward to future projects.”
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Trigon Snacks
Mercy Matewa - Technical Services ManagerRead More
I was impressed with APT's knowledge and expertise in improving our production processes and cleaning standards. Their unique approach provided invaluable proposals to enhance our internal cleaning program. APT's team worked professionally, kept us updated, and offered help and training to my hygiene team. We will be implementing several of their improvement measures and recommending APT for future projects. Thanks, APT.
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Norma UK
Colin Holmes - Facilities ManagerRead More
“APT were engaged to carry out a demanding programme of industrial plant machinery cleaning and commercial re-painting works. They have delivered excellent results clearly demonstrating their competence to deliver the required outcomes, we will continue to use their services to support our ongoing operations.”
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Renold Couplings
Gary Henley - Plant Ops ManagerRead More
“We brought in APT after they clearly demonstrated competence to deliver all the cleaning demands of our new improved scheme in both our production and warehouse facilities. They carried out their tasks with little supervision and regularly updated my staff and safety team on ongoing issues, providing cost effective solutions. APT are very flexible and supportive and we enjoy having them on board. A huge thank you to all at APT.”
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Corus Steel Works
Brian ClementsRead More
“APT are no ordinary industrial cleaning company, they reacted immediately to our emergency. They think outside of the box and provide both long- and short-term solutions. It is very apparent when you speak to them that their wealth of knowledge within the business is to be credited. We are very grateful for the help APT provided.”
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Sun Hydraulics
James Salmon - Production & Facilites ManagerRead More
“APT clearly demonstrated vast knowledge and competence to assist and deliver the heavy and demanding cleaning tasks from their first engagement. Our production areas are now managed in house from the excellent introduction of APT’s cleaning programme. We highly recommend and will continue to use their services.”
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Condor Ferries 
Graham BelgumRead More
“I would like to thank the APT team for all their support on this complex and demanding job, involving several different authorities. They devised a thorough plan on a difficult project and executed it to the highest professional standards. They carried-out stone repairs and engineering works to the historic structures. They delivered an impressive finish to the walls utilising the soda blasting method, highly recommended to all.”
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University Hospital Of Wales (the Heath)
Gareth Simpson - Estates ManagerRead More
“Just a note to give my thanks and appreciation following your teams support last week. They have done an incredible job and I would have never thought this would have come out as good as it has. Please pass on our thanks from Cardiff & Vale to the team who supported.”
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Monmouthshire County Council
Phil Kennedy - Maintenance ManagerRead More
 “I would like to thank you on behalf of Monmouthshire County Council for the outstanding work that you and your company carried out last weekend. The reports I have received from the client, traders and our Estates Manager are glowing to say the least. Your workforce behaviour, safety and performance were exemplar. Can you please pass on our thanks to your workforce for all their hard work in what were very difficult conditions?”
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Rhondda Cynon Taff Council
Edward Hanley - Head Of Maintenance & RepairsRead More
“We cannot thank APT enough for their professionalism and expertise with this Job. Not only did we save thousands of pounds but APT managed the traffic flow. We have called on APT previously and they always think outside of the box, providing solutions and sound advice… very pleased.”
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Overbury
Graham Lewis - Project ManagerRead More
“I would like to thank APT for their excellent work and assistance on the Barclays project, they delivered the project and additional works on time and without issue. I would like to thank Andrew and his team for all the extra effort they went to. I look forward to using them on future renovations.”
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Roha Group
Lucy Bridge - Technical Applications ManagerRead More
“Our audit was great, we achieved a Grade A. We are definitely going to purchase the Ultraclean MB going forward, we just need to start with the verification and change of procedures.”
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Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council
Brian ChambersRead More
“It goes without saying, the graffiti removal and algae cleaning was the best I have seen. We are all more than happy with the result.”
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Carillon
Matthew Emmanuel - Services ManagerRead More

“APT was recommended to us and was called at last minute to clean the kitchens and food outlets. We had been let down by our previous provider. I have to say that the kitchens and utensils have never looked so good, I was honestly blown away, the pans were as good as new. APT got us out of a real hole. I recommend APT to everyone.”
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Next






How does the process work?




Booking industrial or commercial cleaning services with us is easy. Here’s how it works:
Arrange a site survey 
We understand that every business is different. So, commercial and industrial cleaning should be too. At APT, we’ll always start with a site survey to assess the needs of your business.
Consultation
Once we’ve conducted a site survey, we’ll arrange a no-obligation consultation. During this, we’ll understand what you’re looking to achieve, and any challenges you’ve faced and discuss potential timeframes.



We’ll recommend the best approach
Once we’ve spoken to you at length, our team will recommend the most effective commercial or industrial cleaning service for your needs.
Quote
We’ll provide you with an in-depth quote.
Then, the ball is in your court. We don’t believe in pushy sales tactics. Just let us know if you’re happy to proceed and we’ll get our team onsite as soon as we can.





Case Studies
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Case Study
Clean Pool & Leisure Centre – Virgin Active

Find Out More →
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Algae Removal
Moss Removing – Dolphin Tring

Find Out More →
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Case Study
Industrial, Machinery Cleaning Berkshire – Norma

Find Out More →
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Case Study
Cleaning Factory’s Cardiff – Renold

Find Out More →
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Case Study
Dry Ice Blasting Bristol – Graphic Packaging

Find Out More →
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Building Facade Cleaning
Exterior Cleaning & Building Cleaning Reading – RAF

Find Out More →
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Algae Removal
Cleaning Rendered Walls, Softwashing & Algae Removal – Pontypool School

Find Out More →
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Case Study
Degreasing Tank – Honeywell

Find Out More →
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Case Study
Commercial Floor Cleaning & Industrial Cleaning Hampshire – GE Aviation, Air Fields

Find Out More →
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Case Study
Cleaning Cladding Restoration & Painting in Wokingham – McLaren

Find Out More →
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Algae Removal
Render Building Facade Cleaning & Algae Removal Newport – Travelodge

Find Out More →
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Algae Removal
High Pressure Jetting – Car Park – South Wales

Find Out More →
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Case Study
Professional Cleaning Equipment Bristol – Smurfit Kappa Group

Find Out More →
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Case Study
Industrial Steam Cleaning West Hampstead, London – Transport for London

Find Out More →
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Case Study
Hazard Waste Disposal – Rhondda Cynon Taff Council

Find Out More →
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Case Study
Food & Beverage Industry Cleaning – Stainless Technologies

Find Out More →
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Blast Cleaning
Food Factory Machinery Cleaning Using Our Dry Ice Blaster – HOVIS

Find Out More →
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Case Study
Professional Cleaning & High Level Cleaning – Abergavenny Theatre

Find Out More →
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Case Study
Boat Cleaning & Bird Foul Removal – Moira Furnace Museum

Find Out More →
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Case Study
Commercial Cladding Cleaning, High Level Cleaning & Rope Access Wales – Rhondda Council

Find Out More →











Get a quote for Commercial and Industrial cleaning services


No matter the scope of the job at hand, we’re committed to ensuring the best possible outcome for our clients. To start your commercial cleaning journey with us, get in touch using our handy contact form or call us on 0800 0723 773. Our team of experts will be more than happy to discuss your cleaning requirements with you and answer any questions.

Then, if you’re happy, we’ll arrange for our team to conduct a site survey and provide a competitive quote.



Get in touch today




Helpful Resources
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Specialised Rendering Cleaning Products: Renew Your Building’s Appearance
Find Out More →
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Outside Parameter Cleaning Services: Comprehensive & Efficient Cleaning Solutions
Find Out More →
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Industrial Plant Cleaning Services in Bristol – APT Commercial Cleaning Experts
Find Out More →
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Cheltenham K Rend Cleaning and Render Cleaning
Find Out More →
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Maintain a Healthy & Efficient Workplace with APT’s Clean Factory Solutions
Find Out More →
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5 Essential Steps to Exceptional Cladding Maintenance: Protect Your Building with Proper Care
Find Out More →
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Have you been affected by Storm Ciara?
Find Out More →
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Equipment Cleaning: The Importance of Regular Cleaning & Degreasing for Your Factory Machinery and Plant
Find Out More →
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Soda Blast Cleaning: Effective & Eco-Friendly Solutions for Cleaning Building’s
Find Out More →
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The Best-Known Industrial Cleaning Equipment in Production Environments
Find Out More →


















Hear What Our Clients Think...
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Liberty Steel
Steven Davies - Engineering ManagerRead More
“From the planning and conception of the project, to accommodating for our changing needs and demands, APT were professional, helpful and thorough. The project was carried out promptly, efficiently and to an excellent standard. I would not hesitate to recommend APT and look forward to future projects.”
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Trigon Snacks
Mercy Matewa - Technical Services ManagerRead More
I was impressed with APT's knowledge and expertise in improving our production processes and cleaning standards. Their unique approach provided invaluable proposals to enhance our internal cleaning program. APT's team worked professionally, kept us updated, and offered help and training to my hygiene team. We will be implementing several of their improvement measures and recommending APT for future projects. Thanks, APT.
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Norma UK
Colin Holmes - Facilities ManagerRead More
“APT were engaged to carry out a demanding programme of industrial plant machinery cleaning and commercial re-painting works. They have delivered excellent results clearly demonstrating their competence to deliver the required outcomes, we will continue to use their services to support our ongoing operations.”
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Renold Couplings
Gary Henley - Plant Ops ManagerRead More
“We brought in APT after they clearly demonstrated competence to deliver all the cleaning demands of our new improved scheme in both our production and warehouse facilities. They carried out their tasks with little supervision and regularly updated my staff and safety team on ongoing issues, providing cost effective solutions. APT are very flexible and supportive and we enjoy having them on board. A huge thank you to all at APT.”
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Corus Steel Works
Brian ClementsRead More
“APT are no ordinary industrial cleaning company, they reacted immediately to our emergency. They think outside of the box and provide both long- and short-term solutions. It is very apparent when you speak to them that their wealth of knowledge within the business is to be credited. We are very grateful for the help APT provided.”
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Sun Hydraulics
James Salmon - Production & Facilites ManagerRead More
“APT clearly demonstrated vast knowledge and competence to assist and deliver the heavy and demanding cleaning tasks from their first engagement. Our production areas are now managed in house from the excellent introduction of APT’s cleaning programme. We highly recommend and will continue to use their services.”
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Condor Ferries 
Graham BelgumRead More
“I would like to thank the APT team for all their support on this complex and demanding job, involving several different authorities. They devised a thorough plan on a difficult project and executed it to the highest professional standards. They carried-out stone repairs and engineering works to the historic structures. They delivered an impressive finish to the walls utilising the soda blasting method, highly recommended to all.”
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University Hospital Of Wales (the Heath)
Gareth Simpson - Estates ManagerRead More
“Just a note to give my thanks and appreciation following your teams support last week. They have done an incredible job and I would have never thought this would have come out as good as it has. Please pass on our thanks from Cardiff & Vale to the team who supported.”
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Monmouthshire County Council
Phil Kennedy - Maintenance ManagerRead More
 “I would like to thank you on behalf of Monmouthshire County Council for the outstanding work that you and your company carried out last weekend. The reports I have received from the client, traders and our Estates Manager are glowing to say the least. Your workforce behaviour, safety and performance were exemplar. Can you please pass on our thanks to your workforce for all their hard work in what were very difficult conditions?”
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Rhondda Cynon Taff Council
Edward Hanley - Head Of Maintenance & RepairsRead More
“We cannot thank APT enough for their professionalism and expertise with this Job. Not only did we save thousands of pounds but APT managed the traffic flow. We have called on APT previously and they always think outside of the box, providing solutions and sound advice… very pleased.”
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Overbury
Graham Lewis - Project ManagerRead More
“I would like to thank APT for their excellent work and assistance on the Barclays project, they delivered the project and additional works on time and without issue. I would like to thank Andrew and his team for all the extra effort they went to. I look forward to using them on future renovations.”
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Roha Group
Lucy Bridge - Technical Applications ManagerRead More
“Our audit was great, we achieved a Grade A. We are definitely going to purchase the Ultraclean MB going forward, we just need to start with the verification and change of procedures.”
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Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council
Brian ChambersRead More
“It goes without saying, the graffiti removal and algae cleaning was the best I have seen. We are all more than happy with the result.”
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Carillon
Matthew Emmanuel - Services ManagerRead More

“APT was recommended to us and was called at last minute to clean the kitchens and food outlets. We had been let down by our previous provider. I have to say that the kitchens and utensils have never looked so good, I was honestly blown away, the pans were as good as new. APT got us out of a real hole. I recommend APT to everyone.”
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All Testimonials
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Need help? Call our expert support team on 0800 0723 773
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	0800 0723 773
	sales@apt-icc.co.uk
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Accept Privacy Policy Please confirm you have read and acceptance our Privacy Policy prior to sending

Send
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